NEW/NOW Submissions

The NEW/NOW series has been an important part of the New Britain Museum of American Art’s exhibition history for over twenty years. It allows the Museum to feature the most recent work of contemporary, living artists. Each selected artist’s exhibition will run for approximately three months. Details of the exhibition will be further discussed if selected as a NEW/NOW artist.

To be considered as a future NEW/NOW exhibitor, please send:

- Your résumé
- An artist’s statement
- A New/Now exhibition proposal including description and images
- A self-addressed, stamped envelope if you would like your materials returned to you

The above materials can be sent or emailed to the attention of:

Lisa Hayes Williams
Curatorial Assistant to the Director
New Britain Museum of American Art
56 Lexington Street
New Britain, CT 06052
williamsl@nbmaa.org

NEW/NOW artists are selected on a rolling basis. Due to the high volume of responses received, it may take several weeks or months to receive a response.